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Finding
Gold with a
FALCON

FALCON Metal Detectors
Falcon manufactures
the most sensitive
metal detector available.
The Falcon Gold Tracker is
designed to find gold but will
find all metals (Au, Ag, Pt, Cu,
Fe, Zn, Pb, etc.)

Nothing hunts like a Falcon.

Produced in Mesa Arizona, the
newest Falcon, the MD20, is
the industry standard for electronic probes of all kinds.

Its

high frequency of 300 kHz and
unique electronic and probe
design have given it excellent
ability to find super fine gold
particles that other detectors
and probes cannot find.

The Falcon can find particles of gold
barely visible to the human eye!
Engineered for portability and

Made in the USA with pride by
FALCON METAL DETECTORS
PO BOX 8353 Mesa AZ 85214
(480) 396-1181
www.falconmetaldetectors.com
Brought to you by:

ease of use, the FALCON is the
tool you’ve been looking for.

Designed to find GOLD

Want to find more gold?
Most metal detectors are designed to find
large targets and cover lots of ground. The
FALCON is designed to find small gold other
detectors miss and to get into places too small
for other detectors. Operating at 300 kHz, the
MD20 series is the most sensitive detector on
the market. The MD20 has 20% more sensitivity and depth than its predecessor, the MD10,
and more than twice the sensitivity of other
manufacturers probes. The FALCON is a tool,
not a toy. Every prospector needs one!

MD20
$249.95
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TYPE: All Metal Motion Detector
OPERATING FREQUENCY: 300KhZ
DIMENSIONS: 1.6”X 3.25”X 6”
WEIGHT: 14 oz
PROBE: Waterproof 6”probe on 5 foot cable
BATTERIES: Two 9-volt alkaline.
BATTERY LIFE: 40 to 50 hours
TARGET ALERT: Built in speaker and 1/8” headphone jack. Note: when using headphones,
speaker is disabled.

Why Pan When You Can Scan?
Many times there is not enough water to pan in
the desert. Simply place some dirt into a plastic
pan, shake it a little to allow the gold to go to the
bottom, then scan the bottom of the pan with the
FALCON. While it is tempting to locate each
piece of gold with the probe, the best use of time
is made by throwing the
gold bearing dirt into a
bucket and taking it
home to pan at your leisure. WHY take home
dirt without knowing
whether there is gold in
it? Use the FALCON to
make your time more
profitable.

• WARRANTY: Five year limited parts and labor.
• ACCESSORIES: (optional)
Headphones
Holster
Handle

Ask Paul about his find with the
FALCON. Working a crevice in
central Arizona, Paul found five
small pieces of gold and a nugget that weighs over 1/2 ounce.

Tailings Piles Pay Off $$$
Ever wonder whether that rock has gold in it?
Many gold bearing rocks were tossed into
tailings piles by old time miners because
they couldn’t see the gold. Thad had no way
to electronically see gold like a FALCON
does. One customer reports finding 16 oz of
gold in a New Mexico tailings pile with his
FALCON!!!

HANDLE $12.95
Use MD20 while standing. Especially useful probing under
rocks and bushes or cold
streams where you don’t want
to stick your hand. Probe cable
threads up through 3 piece
handle.

HOLSTER $10.95
Carry and protect MD20 on
your belt. Convenient Velcro
straps hold detector, probe
and cable.

• CONTROLS: Ground Balance and Sensitivity.

Probe has adjustable copper ring for sensitivity
selection.

Cracks and Crevices Yield
Big GOLD.

HEADPHONES $6.95
Hear those faint sounds better.
Light weight headphones with
1/8 inch phone plug to match
the jack on MD20.

Especially designed for
cleaning up concentrates. This pan has no
riffles, only fine grooves
on the side (see inset). Often referred to as the dipping pan. Dipping the sharp edge of the pan into
water allows black sands to slide off while the microgroove ridges hold gold. It is 11 inches in diameter and has a 7 inch flat bottom. Great for using
with MD20 for sampling (see above left picture).

